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ABSTRACT
A strong external do magnetic field introduces a basic anisotropy
into incompressible magnetohydrodynamic turbulence. The modifications that this
is likely to produce in the properties of the turbulence are explored for the
high Reynolds number case. The conclusion is reached that th.e turbulent spec-
trum spli.ts into two parts: an essentially two-dimensional spectrum with both
the velocity field and magnetic fluctuations perpendicular to the ec magnetic
field, and a generally weaker and more nearl;r isotropic spectrum of Alfven waves.
A minimal characterization of the spectral density tensors is given. Similari-
ties to measurements from the Culham-Harwell Zeta pinch device and the U!CLh
Macrotor tokamak are remarried upon, as are certain implications for the Belcher
and Davis measurements of magnetohydrodynamic turbulence in the .solar wind.
Permanent addiass: Physics Department, College of Gilliam and Peary,
Willimmsburg, Virginia 23185
T. INTRODUCTION
We now have in hand the beginnings of a theory of high-Reynolds-
number megnetohydrodynamic turbulence 1-11 that is at a level of description
that is as systematic and inclusive as the corresponding theory for fluid tur-
bulence. l` A significant limitation of this body of theory is that it assiunes
a high degree of symmetry in the statistics of the turbulent fields. spatial
homogeneity, rotational isotropy, and frequently, temporal stationarity and
mirror (reflection) invariance. It seems clear, however, that much magnetohy-
drodynamic turbulence w1,11 not be so highly symmetric, both in astrophysical
and laboratory situations.
The rotational isotropy assumption in particular is limiting, because
many of the most interesting cases involve an externally-imposed do magnetic
field which selects a particular direction in space. f.h .1e it may be reasonable
to assume rotational isotropy about the direction of the mean magnetic field,
it probably is not reasonable to assume it about the other two directions.
Moreover, while in ordinary fluid mechanics, turbulence isotropizes itself 12
at the smaller spatial scales, it is like:iy that anisotropy in magnetohydrody-
namics will persist over the full ranee of scales to which magnetohydrodynwmics
is al;vlicable.
The present paper is intended to propose a, qualitative picture of
turbulent, homogeneous, incompressible, magnetohydrodynamic fluctuations in
the presence of a etrong do magnetic field = B O . Here, strong implies that the
energy density associated with BO is large compared to the sum of the fluctuating
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magnetic energy density and the kinetic energy density associated with the
fluid motions of the magnetofluid. We will be particularly concerned with
the differences between this case and the purely isotropic case in which there
is no lreferred direction.
Convincing data on magnetchydrodynamic turbulence are still rare.
Probably the best measurements to date are those from the Culham-Harwell Zeta
toroidal pinch device. 13,14,15 Strikingly similar to some of the Zeta results
are some recent measurements reported for the UCLA Macrotor tokamak. 16,17
There is not very much help yet from numerical simulations: most of the pub-
lished results are two-dimensional.. Some recent three-dimensional isotropic
results have begun to be generated by the group at the Observatoire de Nice, 3,18
but are not yet available as of the time of this writing. It appears that it
is the case that existing magnetohydrodyriamic turbulence computations are a?l
spectral-method (Galerkin approximation) computations, assuming rectangular
periodic boundary conditions and no externally-imposed magnetic field, and do
not fully address the issues addressed here. Previous analytical calcula-rions
have addressed the subject of the anisotropies introduced by external do mag-
netic fields for the case of low magnetic Reynolds numbers. 19,20,21
We rely on a mixture of pfrturbation theory, model calculations, and
physically-informed guesswork to arrive at a picture of incompressible magneto-
hydrodynamic turbulence, homogeneous but arxisotropic due to the presence of a
strong do magnetic field BC . The picture must be regarded as conjectural until,
more experiments are done. It is, however, suggestive and compatible with what
is known from Zeta 13,14,15 and Macrotor. 16,17
We may start from the observation that if the external Do is strong
compared to the mean fluctuating field, more energy is required to bend and
stretch field lines than to translate them, particularly at the larger spatial
scales. This leads to the feeling, confirmed by the asymptotic analysis of
See. 11, that a strong external B 0 suppresoaz tipatial variations of the mag-
netic, and velocity fields .long the Do direction. Also, the magnetic fluc-
tuations and electric field fluctuations are primarily in a direction perpen-
dicular to BO . The spectrum is conjectured, in See. 111, to consist of a
highly anisotropic part of the geoinetr: r just described plus a smaller, more
nearly Isotropic part which can properly be described as waves. The tendency
of a strong magnetic field to enforce two-dimensionality renders several
recent two-dimensional calculations 4,7 and compu.^ 1,4ons 5 ' 6 ' 9
 more generally
appliQable than they might otherwise be. Experimental comparisons are also
remarked upon, in See. 111.
Turbulence which fulfills all four symmetries enumerated in the
first paragraph requires only one scalar function to characterize it. 12 When
the symm triez are relaxed, a more elaborate characterization is required.
Section IV is devoted to presenting a framework in which homogeneous but aniso-
tropic and non-mirror-symmetric turbulence may be characterized. We restrict
ourselves in this section to the case in which no net ele e.,tric current flows
through the magnetofluid. Net currents preclude a spatial homogeneity and
periodic boundary conditions, and are thus an additional complication in many
interesting cases; we postpone some considerations associated with situations
with net dc current fluxes to a later paper. Section V summarizes our conclu-
0S ions.
TI. THE LIMIT OF LARGE H Q
We consider an incompressible magnetofluid of uniform density. The
magnetic field 1.s B
	
D;%^
-0 + ( ,t) and the velocity field is v(^,t). The electric
current density is = V x B(x,t). Both v and B are solenoidal vectors.
We write the dynamical equations in a common set of'dimensionless variables:
OB
--:^ = B Vv	 VB + B	 Vv
at	 -	
A.	 -	 -0	 -
av
	
­2^ # - v , Vv + I x B + j x B	 V P,
at	
-0
v - Vv + B - VB - Vy + BC ' VB.	 (2)
Dissipative terms involvii,g viscosity and resistivity he re beer o=itlted for
co,avenience, but can easily be reinserted. pm is the mechanical par'. of the
pressta ,e. p = P( s 't) is the total pressure, n. 
m 
plus (50 + B) 2 /2. 'o is ae-
termined by taking the divergence of Eq. (2) and using -7 • v = 0 1 "o get the
Poisson. equatior.
	
V 
2 P = V • [B • 7:3 - v - Vy I -
	
'^ 3)
p is the solution to Eq. (3) subI-ect to 'ehatever boundary conditions a.ply.
Note that for rectangular periodic geoma tlr­y, p is a yuadr^^, J­c functiona7 of
Cand v Th.	 e ajTbient magne.4-4-, fie..d Is assu:med t-o be 3pattia'11, 	 t-em-
_1
-o- lly co.astant, and ir. the --d,rec^-On: B, = 3 e	 as a s -,,.a-. 4. 3
,variation, it is assumed sio^,T co=areA- to the other length scales of interest.
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If we assume that the mean plasmas energy density, <V2> + <B2>, is
small compared to BO2 , we may try approximating Eqs. (1) and (2) by their
linearized versions.,
8B
av
	
B	 ^1B	 (5)
"at	 p	 N
The general solution ti 'Eqs. (4) and (5) is a linear superposition
of A!-.Oven waves which have both g and v varying as exp i(k * x + ai xt) , where
W = x BO' The equations (1) and (2) become intrinsically nonlinear, how
ever whenever k becomes nearly perpen'asi cular to B0 . The neglected nonlinearN
terms become lar^,sr than the linear ones. As k becomes more nearly perpen-
dicular to B., the time scales associated with the evolution are no LongerN
N (kB0 ) -1 , but are determined b;" the nonlinear processes associated with the
quadratic terms in Eqs, (1) and (2). Iiormal modes can tell us nothing about
these nearly perpendicular motions, rtwhose tiM? scales remain finite even in
the limit of in finite B0 . ITo-ce that for strictly perpendicular spatial varia-
tion, the terms involving B O drop
 out of 2qs. (1) and (2) altogether.
c somewhat more formal demonstration of the tiro-rimensiDnality of
the dynadcs can be given ci mply by assuming a well-beh-,.;ted perturbation. Beries
	
sol^uclot2 to Eqs. (l) and (2) as 3^ -	 Tuis result is suufficiently inherest-
l' r ss `.,at i;, may ner'r^aas be Worth demonstra-fl ing in detail. We introduce aa ♦ 	 Las
^'4rmw1 expansion parameter e-1 into the 3 terms of B.qs. (l) and (2) and 1.Cck
.I
Pat the first few orders in the assumed perturbation series v = v(0) + CV(1 ° ) +
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	 (0)	 (l)	 2 (2)
	 (0)
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	 + ... and s3 = ^
	 * ^^
	 + ^ ^	 + .... ,Tote that B
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same as Do . We demand that the time and space derivatives remain of 0(1) as
BO
 gete ls.rge. What is of interest is what kind of motions are enforced by
the very large value of B0' Nate that what is 'being ef'f'ected is essentially
an expansion of the equations of motion in powers of 1/B0,
The coefficients of successively higher power- of a are equated to
zero and we require the. v, B, and 3 remain solenoidal at each order in the
expansion, For convenience, ,te invoke rectangular periodic boundary conditions,
3o that all d:• namical vector fields are representable a,s courier series,
The 0(F:^1 ) termer simply give that,
,j () x B0	 04
and
BO . 7v(0) = 0 0	 (Y)
along BOBauati.on (o) i:^vlies that the ^eroth-order currentmust ^" ^^flow
(O N
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the non-van..1 zhing Fourier coefficients Lust- have lk vEC:.Ors perpe ndicular to i
Writ*toe 2 in component notation,
(p)
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only, with k 0 B(0) (t It) - 0.
Equation (7) implies that av(0) /'z u 0, or that
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(X)y I t) I	 (Xsylt)) V
Vhere
+ —J— = 0I
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inde„endent 
of 
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the next or4er.
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The x and y components of Eq. (15) are the induction equation for two-
dimensional magnetohydrodynamics. 4 They are equivalent to the pointwise con-
servation of the vector potential aw) . &(o)(x,y,t)8 z for the two-dimensional.
motion of a fluid element:
	
(-^- + V (0)	
a(0) (X)Y) t) = 0at
in Eq. (16) and hereafter, zubscripts 'T' and "1]" will near. componentU per'-
pe,ad-1 -ular to and paral-l e-I to P. res-,ectiVelY,	
(2.) !B z	 or -I( l)Since Eqs 0 (13) and ( 1-5) hold, we 'hw ,e '0'-v
component of E	 1	 (0)	 0.only, The 	 q. !1 5) gives B
are two ways	 1 eved. Ei'ther v, (01 = 0, or v 
(0)
	s tliis can be acla.	 z	 z
only, Vhich is a statement that v z 	 is a constant along a field line 0+'
The x and y component's of Eq. (14) give
ZV(0)
V(0)	 0) + j (0) x B(0)	 7
ii
	
+ B	 B 1 0	 V C
Before manipulatiag :-:0-. (17, ), we can obtain one more use . "U1 piece
by returni.-49 J%-.0 "he z cOMPOnent Of Z-1- " 4)O infor=ation Oil
0
vw
,0
The left hat%d side of Eq. (18) is independent of z. Integrating It over one
period in z gives
avzO) 
+ Y(0) ,	 v(o)	 19
at	 _1	 z
which says that if a. fluid element b&s a z-velocity to start *writh, the veld-
.
city will rez;ain constant; no forces act in the z direction. Because of
Eq. (19), Eq. (1$) implies that ap(o) /az = 0, or that p(0) , p(0)(x,y,t) only.
We nnw use the Fact that all the terms in tq. (lr) except those
involving B(l) have been shown to be H-r,„nde;e dent. Applying a /az to Eq . (17)fto
gi'fea
.. r OB
(,)	 X 2, (1)
.,	 +
	
J
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Since ^E' ( 1 )/az + a1 • B I W - 0, Eq . (20) implies
2g('I  )
	
I J_	 w.L	
.^
Poriodic boundary condition: are then invoked again to assert t; at B(1) isN
a super-•»:"^ ,?ait$ on of' linearly independent plane t^ a,,n- <^ _-o : r :'t - 4 o of t^S?3 ^'"^r:
	
exp (i k • x) with x ` Bk A	 Eq. (?l.) impliec, --hat,
kl:. 
E	
+ k! E( i)
 =0.	 (22)
n	 "-^,^
	
j nn 1	 -.
	
that.	 ( 1 a	 aA	 y, 1	 rnl p ^G1vti3. terms  iI^^rom ate. cv f e can see vn ; 	 and 3k a par llel ^ r ze
.,. l
EC . (22) are zer c . V e must e:-amine these toss i^ i1i- * ,sac p r. t f=: . e botla
..	
wMr.. w/+ M
toz-	 ^	 f -Ile individual	 s of q.. 22) aret 2: .^..... aTi.'^ 1C = t`^ , then 31(` '”` :.^ .
u
,not- Zero , then
(k2 + X2 ) k - BW N 0	 '23
	
J1.1	 Z -.L	 -kJ-
,which , since k^ 0 0, implies	 BW - 0, c:&,trury to hypothesis. There-
fore 1,;oth term3 in t`q. (22 11 var.ish soparatelit. r r the fir3t term to •ianishl,
0 and BW io purely in the0 or	 kL	 If	
^J-	
-V 
W -
z-direction and is a function only of	 This r-.nnot be (B	 is solenoidal),
so lc, . 3k '^ x 0 is the only possib-4 -l it'%jr .eft. Th-IS implies k z x t"  so that
B	 can. only be a function of	 and *-, RettArning to Zq- (17), the only
terms which survive the above conclusions are
0
24)+	 4
	
It	
4.
whert	 .00	 B)	
f` 	 T4-
B
 P
The Foiz3on	
or p
^now	 to do-O'er-1-a
whic.-h reaulta fr,.n.1.1.	 1.214') and uoing 7f !04
deter	 p'(0)mines 	 'tin the -azual way.
" 0:1 , 24 ) and ths-11 traziEvner,wo	 of z"fl. (lq) ,
aB 1 
( 0)
B 
I
I	
4^*re identical to the tvo-dimensional
prorerttiaa have beer.-3stail if U
0
by, '.1r3za3 and	 and by Pollquar,	 from diffe'renll^ t	 tlae ca,,:.-
x.
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The procedure cap. 	 iterated to higher order in e ) but the azusing
collapse of the geometry to two dimensional magnatobydrodynamics does not
change.
It should be noted that, though p is an 0(l) quantity, the mechanical
pressure 11, a p	 contains 'formally both O(Z-2 ) and O(c-') terms. The
first of these makes no contribution to Vpm in Eq. (2), but the second muet be
checked in detail to see that there is no O(e-') contribution, for consistency's
sake. 'phis in not difficult to do,
4III. WALITATIVE PICTURI B OF TOE SPECTRUM
For turbulence which ooeys spatial homogeneity (i.- . , the stevistics
of the fluotuoing field are translation-invariant) t
 the most basic variables
are the covarinnee tensors of the fields and their Fourier transforms, the
spectral den3itioz. ror example, for the fluctuating part of the mqgnetia
Field, B, the covariance0
<r,(xtt)B(x+r,t+T)> 'm fdk GN,T) exp(it-r) ,M r-	 M. - -'V	 -0 :: '^*
where the 3pectral den pity ttmwor :*J(k,T) may aloo depend uport tiv, time t in
non-oteady aituationa, i.- the moot 1phyait+ally revealing quahti-ty to conoider.
The trace of Z(k,0) measures the amount of magnetic energy per unit- walienumbcrZ -^
Qpaoes and variouo mo rmefttz of it give auili covariancez an <1-2> and 4A- r)5 where
in the vector potential. for Vaich. 2 - 7 x A. Comparable ;spectral.tral. den: ity
tenDorz exist for the correlation rnatri meo <vv> anti <1.►R>.
.14	 --
The phyzico of turbulence in moot natI.7,facttirily dl. cans 	 it tor.mo,
of t.	 N( C,"
	 Thez e rae alwayz the reu ult o afI lie spect.,al den2itiez, auc.11 az 3,O
balance among three competitive procec;ses , (1) injection of excitationz due
to whate•,, er iz driving the yurbulenca; (2) dissipation due to viacozlty,
resistivity, or other decay proceases at high wavenUMberi; and, (3) modal trans-
fer, due to the* nonlinear interactionz, between oae aratial mode and another.
The range of injection or driving mechaniams is even greater for maznetohydro-
dyn=,L: turbulence than for Zfavier-Gtokes fluids, and the various possibilities
( '6l)
13
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for modal transfer are also greater; so, depending upon the situation, more
than one qualitative character for S may be expected. Nevertheless, the results
of Section 11 suggest a crude qualitative picWre of the spectrwa of the fluc-
tuations of homogeneous magnetohydrodynamic turbulence with an anisotropy in-
troduced by a large value of B0' In Section IV we give a minimal characteriza-
tion of this field without, however, being able to provide theoretically
derived expressions for its elements.
We suggest that a typical turbulent B spectrum will consist of two
parts. First, the greater part of the energy in k :pace will reside near the
plane k-B 0 = 0, will involve polarizations such that
	 0, and will ap-
4 ? 5 ^6J,Qproximate the conditions of two-dimensional	 ' magnetohydrodyne-tic tur-
bulence. It will be non-oscillatory, with time scales which 4re determined by
the degree of nonlinearity'vith which the fields are excited. A second part
of the spectrum will ue more nearly izotropic .sad can be properly called Alfve'n
waves: their time scales will be, predominantly, their len th scales divided
by the Alfve** n speed constructed from B0
. 
As 13 0 gets large, they will be
separated in frequency from the quasi-two-dimensional part of the --pectrum,
and wi1l have a slower transfer rate, determined by the amplitude of the spec-
trum itself. In tbs quasi-t-vo-dimensional part of the stiactrum, an Alfven-
wave-like motion can exist, in which the small-scale fljctuations ran along
the local mean field lines provided by the larger spatial scale components. 22
The dynamical role of" these pseudo-Al-f've"n waves remains uncertain, but they
seem to be effective at enforcing equipartition 425'6 between magnetic and
kinetic energies at the small spatial scales. In any rase, their frequency
Pscales, in the present situeAio4, do not vary, proportionately to B01 and they
are to be sharply distinguished from the true Alfve"n waves being alluded to
here, which are basically the three-dimensioftal solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5).
For what we are calling Alrve'n waves, these two linear equations are a good
approximation; for what we are cabling the two-dimensional part of the spectrum,
the linear terris in Eqs, (4) and (5) are identically zero, and Eqs. (24) and
(25) are reqtUred. Real life is also likely to involve a transition region,
with k • B small but non-zero, where linear and non-linear effects will be of
.0
comparable magnitude. The direction of flow of excitations in It space across
this transition region is one of the major unanswered questions remaining.
The partition of the excitations between the two types of turbulence,
AlfV4:r, wave, iz bound to be situation dependent and will
depend upon the excitation mechanism for the turbulence. In laboratory experi-
meatz on confined plasmas, the candidates for excitation mechanisms are very
numerous. Literally hundreds of plasma instabilities (growing linear perturba-
tions about quiescent laminar states) have b--P.n catalogued; at a more elementary
level, the large radial gradients that are maintained in such fundamental
paraa titers as temperaturfe and pressure, (and frequently, magnetic field, density,
and fluid velocity) loom immediately, to anyone familiar with fluid turbulence,
as potential drivers for turbulent motions. Because of the relatively rapid
variation of the mean properties with the transverse coordinates, compared to
typically slower axial variations, one may wellimagine a selective excitation
of the two dimensional part of the spectrum. For many turbulence-producing
agrento (impressed changes in the boundary conditions or electrical circuitry
t16
supporting the system, for example) the time scales will be finite and will
not speed up as the external magnetic field strength i4 made larger. One may
reasonably expect some matching between the time scales of the excited tuxbu-
lerce and the time scales of the processes which drive it. Likewise, it is
reasonable that the more rapidly varying components of the turbulence will
usually arise parasitically, as a result of nonlinear transfer from modesin-
volved in the low-frequency (i.e. « the reciprocal of an Alfven transit time)
.
part of the spectrum. In this case, the Alfve-n wave component will be regarded
as derived from the two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic component.
One other reason for imagining the Al fve'n wave component to be
weaker or le s; energetic than the two-d.imonsional magnatohydrodyntunic component
is that r m-Oonca,nia^ c ondiviona mitigatu against a rapid or effective transfer to
the Alfve'n waves and among the Ali"ven waives . 2 Speaking loosely for a moment,
two modes with wave numbero kl , k , and fr y
 yuencies wl , w transfer most ef-
fectively to a third mode with wavenu:tuber k 3 and trekltiency y w3 when modal,
matching* conditions are met:
kl
 + ^2 = k3 	(27a.)
W  + w2 = w3 .
	
(27b)
For Wavier-Stokes turbulence and two-dimensional ma,gnetohydrodynami.c turbu-
lence, all three of wl , wR , and w3 are alwayz zero, so every triad satisfying
(^7a) is always "resonant" On the other hand, in thr e dimensions, some of
the modes involved may be Alfven waves with w = + k • 30 , and (7b) then ronsid-
erably restricts the possibilities Por transfer. In particular two two-
dimensional. magnetohydrodynamic Fourier modes cannot combine resonantly
. l?
to feed an AlfvISn wave with w3 - k-B # 0. Two Alfve'n waves with w
	
W 
and
.^
k2,B0 = k3 •Bo can resonantly drain a two -dimeriaional magnetohydrodynexic mode
with w  = 0, but this is a higher-order process, and therefore a slower one,
than transfer among three two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic modes. Of course
these arguments from the "weak turbulence" perspective are less than rigorous,
and it is likely that higher-ordev processes will drain two-dimensional magneto-
hydrodynamic turbulence into the Alfven wave part of the spectrum. Ilevertheless,
there seems to be qualitative reason to regard the Al.fven gave c,aupling to be
relatively weak.
To summarize the above picture, we conjecture several features of
magnetohydrodynamic turbulent field., existing in a strong do mc,Onetic fief B0:
(1) velocity-field and magnetic-field fluctuations are perpendicular to B t) , or
nearly so; (2) the correlation lengths along BO are much longer thRn those
transverse to BO , since the fluctuating components have little variation
along ^0 ; (3) since the electric field E _ -v x X3 0 , the electric field floc--
tug ions are also largely perpendicular to B 0 ; and (4) on top of the eszentially
two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic spectrum is superposed a weaker three-
dimensional Alfve"n wave spectrum with frequency scales which scale as BO.
One may ingaire into the extent to which the above predictions are
borne out by existing measurements. As far as laboratory measurement: go, the
answer appears to be, rather well.. Although the measurements performed were
in neither case exactly what a theorist would have wished for, two rather dif-
ferent sets of measurements on the Zeta toroidal. Z pinch 13'14,15 and the UCLA
Macrotor Tokamak 16'17 substantiate the above picture in several respects.
First, the correlation lengths in the direction of the mean field (toroidal)
18
direction were measured to I it least an order of magnitude greater than the
correlatioa lengths in the two transverse (radial and poloidal) directions,
for the magnetic field fluctuations, the electric field fluctuations
-V X B , so for the transverse component;, , these are essentially , velocity`-
field
	
and the electrostatic potential fluctuations. Thus, a
high degree of tiro-dimensionality was indicated In all cases. Second, the
rms transverse magnetic fluctuations were always larger than. the toroidal
fluctuations t by wv)re than an order of magnitude in the Macrotor measurements,
and by an uncertain factor in the ^eta experiment., partially because apparently&
no distinction was made: between parallel flue-tviatlons and toroidal fluctuationa
(the poloidal relan, field was lnrg^! enout!h in "eta that it maker, a difference;)
Mially, the single-point frequency nwasuremeata for both the magnetic and
electric field fluctuations olizvea frocliAency opeatra which were rather feature-
loss, were well fit by, power laiTz, and fell off so steeply aa to be essentially
zero below either the ion FZrofre,, juency or the reciprocal of the correIntion
length divided by the toroidal Alfv6p speed. This last fact indicatoo the
aurprizi,11r, reoult that; 	 only is the	 A3,fven wave part Of
the spectrtun "weak", as per o— conjecture, but that it is in effect nearll,;r
absent iii tliese two situations. We have no zatisfactory explanation for this
absence. In both setp, of measurements, the received .i'luctuating signals were
filtered or their "irst :;everal kilohertz before any atatistioal processing
was carried out, making an assessment of the absolute levels 
of 
the rms fluc-
tuation3 impossible, since the frequency spectra rise steeply towards zero
frequency.
P
Ali
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As far as space physics measurements are concerned, only some of the
above conjectures are testable, with data currently available. The best
measurements available are for solar wind magnetometer data; these are well
exemplified by the work of Belcher and Davis and are summarized in the review
of Barnes Some ninety percent of the fluctuating magnetic energy is asso
ciated with fluctuations perpendicular to the mean field,' but the one
meaourement of parallel versus perpendicular correlation lengths" to date in-
dicates that the perpendicular correlation length is about a factor of two
greater than the parallel one, (The ensemble chosen wao, admittedly, a rather
specialized cane.) They
 oolar wand situation io not ao well fit by the above
analyoi.z as the laboratory one, however, :since the mean field io comparable
to the fluctuation level.
IV, MINN&L CH&WTERI""ATIOIN OF TIM SPECTRA
If the turbulence were hom ageneoua , inotrople , etc. , the speetral,
density tensor in Eq. (26) would reduce at r a 0 to
S(k) S(k,O) - (I	 E W/k(mil
and would be characterized by the single acalar funotion B 
B (k), the inagnotle
energy spectrum. It is to the mechanical analogtic I of this orectral function
that Kolmogorofil smilarity arg.41	 are usually applied, leadin g to the well-
known k7513 behavior. 1.-4 cane the zymnetrieo are vtiopewded, a mort.- elaborate
set of dependeac(,, .,*, twon k io necezzary.
0
For 8 (k), tho ijith element of S, ho,-,ogeneit,*r and reality alone give
the conditions S k	 0,	 03i(-k). 
 
Fr;mn *%Ohio it followo tha l., the real
parts of the 0 W aro: even under k .,...k, the ima-inary r,-Irtz of tho 1ijfllt;^
are oa, l under k - -kj and the diagonal elements are real.
This
	
, restricts the avu, er of. indepenklent fmiction's involved in I
considerably, but there are- still several. It is clear that the most "o,nomiQal
choices are desirable in order to represent 000, singe any future theory, such
Z
as a generalization of the Kolmogoroff similarit,,y-variable arc,'uments, will
probably be done on the elements 
of 
S.;t;
After considerable trial and error, we hate: 	 the mo,,7,t
e,zonomical ropreL-=tatioft of S(k) to be yoajible in a Vie,-de pendent set of basis
vectors. A set or configuration-space elements oA'* the tenror have been given
by Matthaeus and Sknith, who elaborate several pointz beyond those considered
here. In paxticular, if we choose a set of basis vectors el , 02 0 ev where
4
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then the minimal representation of $(k) is
5(k)
	
Aaslala -
(29)
(30)
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a3 B k/k
A
e. 
k x ^0/ I k x Bj
7.he absence of d
3 
contriburcions to the dyadics in 10q, (21v) iz due to the con-
dition that *.ae field:3 be solenoida-1:
	
S (k	 S
	
(3)
Ever, in -this k-deponden't' coor,11 inate systam., it can easily be aiiw'rn that All
and A, are teal , *Ahile AjO ;; An 	 TIVUs t i.bere are :*o .w' in3 e'l O.r.dent real- iacalar
in this represenItatica of S,10 and t , 	 ar	 addi t, i o na.1	 , e no
cono- r 	providaa *L,,N- -v I,	 whatv. a	 e raTuire.meat t  the +' I r- 2,1 2 "ce
i	 U	 .	 4_1	 4 4	 1^6unc-l ions ar(:^ I-`, ne-14 4 ons of the 5Qalarz 'it, cz-Os 1.1 (where ^ l o *.,e 2x, ^:It^ ^ietwiz^en
k =4 B	 '_,nt!	 where
	 is th.e %zimutwhal	 btit*,*,in,,n 1" .'te nr ro l ec-14, izri o-.'
onto a plane	 to 3, Lwd some fi.xal direct- ior. in +.1 anz !!I
tur^Zulenco^ "T"hic '..1 i s izot- ropic wl .a respeat, tc	 aoi^ut	 th*er,:^ iz n-+p
Ay- depeaden,^e, and the A , are :urvati.Da3 or.l't of k attd 2 a to 	 The iimi'rinz'
.a.5
two-dimenall.cwal	 descri e ,_' i n.	 nnavi^-.uz 11.nY*o
b*L'Tr a doninant A,, is 	 te_!Llcei "'-3­ar e =
sL
.h e 7 i -,,. i tv, i a retr e s e I It- e d b, Y Tama
	
	 A.)A113 beins i n-and wizh
A Z
	
at c:: _.- c s -.1 an a "P^ 	 -he *_.sreaence of	 :.are A
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the vector potential fluctuation for which 8 = V x A, is signalled by non-
zero imaginary parts of Al2 t In fact, the magnetic helicity per unit wave
number space ism
H 
tyl 
(k) = (i/k2 ) C a$y k a S ay
= (i/k) (A21. - Al2)
21m A, /k
	
(32)
J. r-
Applying 0"4k to the expression MCI ) gives the magne'tic helicity <A-B>. Non-
helical. but arnisotro:pia turbulence 4 z represented by real bu* unequal values
of A and A,,, with A	 0. 1'he mnak-netii
vritt- er. as Ay + A
14-
'the correoponding reprerieutx^ion
0
:i.ore complicat ,:^a, becsuze the differential
modal ena-.V srectrun ca.". be
o.0 the scala.-a in x apace is much
eq=-,ionz whi:ih result fro.n the
Itconditioa that. the eield s be solenoid-, l hwvre 1.1.0 obvi:)us cZ,111ticr-S.
exist be-. ,4'reer. 4.*k^,*e v%rioua	 vhitlh ara
highly implicit`' T, 28 (ho-vever , c If
It must, be reL*.,,arded aa vx. oner,	 as	 exist.-
any -=1,TCi2.3a1 ardsot-ropic s *oe .:t' rAn	 to the 	 zp^e^:trun 12
for	 isct•opic ca3e. Thio iz as true for	 turlb*l-
lence as •i"-W iz for inaj:netohyd.-odY1,.=jco, ♦and it	 be a 1 .,)r.Z t' ime b .-r2fore 4.*'.^ L e
auestioa --'z answered	 svch
11 will be -1-irased in zer: •z o- satements abou-, Al A
A quantity directl 	 +y ex: ressiblle •i.n Arlicin has been
meazured Jn the zo lar -wind Is 
th
e :: !Dvariance	 In -,e=- of
<Bi B	 x a", •fdk E A C,3 8 a i -9	 321
a 1 001
where ait a j are any two unit basis vectors in a set of k-indepeu4ent coordi-
nates. If we assume that the turbulence is rotationally sym—etric about the
direction of Z., so that the Aaa are functions only of k and cos 6, syrmetries
lead to several cancellations of the integrals in EI. \'33). Th.e end result
is an ex
-
oreazion i"Or the covariance matrix
Al + B b"o
A 0 0
04)
where -2. is the unit
m
.-Mgneti;., 	 A
th-q . for turbu-!  ,,.qze
d,.,,adiz and b = Bit
,j Q
and B are nttnbers , inte
thax. iu iso-VI-Cri-,
iz aL uml to	 a!QnF, tv-*.ae dk,^
^ralz of' +4-1,44 A^^ n , Thus it ft)llows
rezpe ,zt to
tha In'rinc ipal a.,.-is	 -,—o% be -asei -.c
wit! W14,a ,, o principal .,=meats	 'and
— Ong
A zatrix of the form. (-.NL) waz not foind by Be' c' t-,- .7 4". ^ ^,j
avr Whe z o-"Variar.-Ce matrix <BB> ir.	 solaj,
+,—
^ .1 ica1,1,.r stood 
in 1..he	 ^-4:1, 11 -nd-1 -at-1 i !^ -erharz ar	 w	 -	 , .	 J.	 4. 	 A. 1.
all 4.
vy to a firat.	 lzut a1z-1, ni rizm-zer,^
jaotro- Wjt:j 	 !3:00,,
PY	 it
4 Z —"O'Aj:Z^y	 #
-cZt aa <;^% A, ^%-,	 -	 ^ I
that is	 atte=t -.,Cr a ♦
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counters which permit measurements of the velocity field y(r,) permit measure-
ment of the covariances matrices 4v(x)B(x)> and <v(x)v(x)>.0.	 x)>. The -two-point- ^ -
matrices <B(x)B(x+r)>^ ^ 	 are in general necessary to establish the spectralA V#	 ry
don3ities such ao S(X), unless some version of Taylor's "frozen flow" hypothasisl l.^
is applicable,
SV. S MmkTty
Externally imposed do magnetic fields X30 
 
introduce a basic anisotrorl
into howSeneous t incompreaciblo wAgnetobydrok ,=ia turbulence. In the limit
of large B., the fluctuation spectrtun splita into an essentially two dimensional
part with magnetic and velocity fluctuations nearly normal to B0 and nearly
independent of the coordinate along B,0 , pluz a more nearly inotropiciveaker,
higher-frequency Alrve'n-wave mart. For many imaCinable turbulence-driving
=.echaniamo, the quui-two dizenaional part may be expected to dominate. Oluoh
i3- V	 i i, ill $ 1 5 -reo ,', rw. zee.m ,.; +o have charnateri-ed the Zeta	 pinch device, well in
advance of any aatizeactory theory, ao well no the UCIA 14,Acrotor tol=.qk,
'Mo apect-ral denaity tonzory or th M! covariance matricoo oan be
	oharnoterizoa 11''- at Moot I'Our inde penUnt zoala ,., funotlono	 roughl'.t"0	 -
o1hara4terize the tuev-,Uea^:e by ,irqin t*, how enerFvtiz it I. ,j , how anloo-
trol)ic ' al-1 how helizal. It is tuilKnown a;5 to what, extent limitino^ o '11Qrmo exiot
tit hi, Reynoldc, niuribe ,.T, for the coe A, functiono, ao the,- aro loolieveLl. tohi,-h
 t foe* isotropic 'Navier-Stokes turbulence.
The tout urerul future direction for the slab,i eot to take mitht well
be more thorough-going meazurementz of the kind 
that 
were carried out in 4""eta.
Intuitive pictures, involving perilaps no more than dimenzional considerations,
need to be devitloped for relatinS; meazurod prorertiez of the fluctuation: to
the A , functiona. 26 Finally, the qualitative effect; of the different
ap
iz,f zpactral, shapes upon such propertlea an Iran port need to be assessed. It
F
may be that many of the observed particle confinement properties of toroidtl
devices can be 3atiafactoril r exrlv4ned in terms of simple rvaidom-walk model:
for the magnetic field lines, using 17".eA3=01 fluctuation levels and correla-
tion lengths, and without reference to the underlying dynamics.
a{
i, M.
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We are indebted to Drs. Michael Rustridge. I W. it. 'M.atthaeus, A.
*^ uquot, a a00	 n OL J. OvS+ben. for useful oonveruat ! ons.
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